Discovery of uncharacterized cellular systems by genome-wide analysis of functional linkages.
We introduce a general computational method, applicable on a genome-wide scale, for the systematic discovery of uncharacterized cellular systems. Quantitative analysis of the coinheritance of pairs of genes among different organisms, calculated using phylogenetic profiles, allows the prediction of thousands of functional linkages between the corresponding proteins. A comparison of these functional linkages to known pathways reveals that calculated linkages are comparable in accuracy to genome-wide yeast two-hybrid screens or mass spectrometry interaction assays. In aggregate, these linkages describe the structure of large-scale networks, with the resulting yeast network composed of 3,875 linkages among 804 proteins, and the resulting pathogenic Escherichia coli network composed of 2,043 linkages among 828 proteins. The search of such networks for groups of uncharacterized, linked proteins led to the identification of 27 novel cellular systems from one nonpathogenic and three pathogenic bacterial genomes.